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Prior to establishing operation of the world’s first multiturn superconducting energy recovery linac, the
Cornell-BNL energy recovery test accelerator was configured for one-turn energy recovery. In this setup,
direct measurement of the beam loading in each of the main linac cavities demonstrated high energy
recovery efficiency. Specifically, a total one-turn power balance efficiency of 99.4%, with per cavity power
balances ranging from 99.2–99.8% was measured. When accounting for small particle losses occurring in
the path length adjustment sections of the return loop, the per cavity power balances correspond to per
cavity single particle energy recovery efficiencies ranging from 99.8 to 100.5%. A maximum current of
70 μA, limited by the an incomplete radiation shielding installation around the main beam stop at the time
of these measurements, was energy recovered.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cornell-Brookhaven ERL Test Accelerator (CBETA),
the Cornell-BNL energy recovery linac test accelerator, the
world’s first superconducting radio frequency (SRF) multi-
turn energy recovery linac (ERL) [1–3], was designed to
study phenomena important to the ERL community [4–7],
including generation and energy recovery of high current
beams, the beam breakup (BBU) instability [8], halo
development and collimation, as well as growth in energy
spread by coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR) and micro-
bunching [9]. Understanding of ERLs is of particular
relevance for an electron-ion collider (EIC), which is
currently one of the highest priorities for the nuclear physics
and accelerator communities [10]: specifically, meeting the
nuclear physics requirements for an EIC requires ion cooling
using high brightness, high current electrons with micron
normalized emittances and with roughly 100 mA beam
currents; ERL technology is the best candidate for producing
the required electron beam.
Efficient high current operation of such machines

requires power balancing each individual linac cavity.

For sufficiently relativistic beams the energy gain during
acceleration in a particular cavity is given by ΔE↑ ¼
qVc cosðϕ↑Þ. Energy recovery occurs when the return beam
arrives back to the linac with π phase relative to the injected
beam, in which case the corresponding decelerating phase
is ϕ↓ → ϕ↑ þ π, resulting an energy loss of ΔE↓ ¼
−qVc cosðϕ↑Þ. Thus, for highly relativistic beams perfect
cavity power balance implies the same relative cavity phases
for both the accelerating and decelerating passes. However,
for ERLswith relatively low injectionor linac energy, the non
ultra-relativistic velocity dependence of the time of flight
through each cavity breaks this symmetry. In this case,
achieving perfect energy recovery (ER) in each cavity
requires careful control of not only the return time to
the linac, but also of the individual cavity voltages and
phases [11].
This report details the experimental verification of one

particular method for determining the cavity voltages and
phases required for perfect per cavity ER in a one-turn,
nonultrarelativistic ERL. The outline of this work is
structured as follows. First, the one-turn CBETA experi-
mental set-up is described. This is followed by a brief
discussion of preliminary measurements undertaken to
calibrate and characterize the machine before establishing
ER, including how the linac cavity voltage is calibrated and
the on-crest phases determined. Next we describe the
procedure for determining the linac cavity voltages and
phases for producing high efficiency ER, and define
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various figures of merit for ER efficiency. Following this,
direct measurements of the beam loading in each of the
CBETA linac cavities are analyzed, providing a per cavity
measure of the ER efficiency. Finally, a brief discussion of
raising the current in the single ER state is given.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Figure 1 shows the single turn configuration of CBETA.
In this configuration the Cornell injector delivers a 6 MeV
beam [12–15] either to the diagnostic line for 6D phase
space characterization of the beam after the merge or to the
main linac cyromodule (MLC) which nominally provides
36 MeV. A splitter section (S1) follows the MLC and
provides orbit, optics matching and path length adjustment
for injection into the FFA return loop (FA, TA, ZX, TB,
FB). After the FFA return loop a recombination section
(R1) provides further orbit, optics, and path length adjust-
ment before the beam is decelerated in the MLC and sent to
the beam dump section.
The CBETA FFA return loop transports a wide range of

beam energies in a single beam line without the need to
vary the magnetic fields using a nonscaling linear gradient
(FFA-LG) design [16–19], and features other novel tech-
nologies, such as the use of Halbach combined-function
permanent magnets [20,21] and an adiabatic transition
between the arc and straight sections [22].

III. MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS

The establishment of energy recovery requires precise
control of the phasing and voltage calibration of the linac
cavities, as well as the orbit and optics functions around the
loop. The following sections describe the measurement
techniques for determining the linac voltage calibrations
and on-crest phases as well as verification of the orbit
correction and linear optics through the FFA return loop.
Verification of the linear optics in the conventional splitter
magnets in the S1/R1 sections was performed using
standard response techniques [23], and is not included
here for brevity.

A. Preliminary

1. Main linac voltage and phase calibration

Calibration of both the injector and MLC cavity phases
was performed upon each machine start up. The calibration
of each MLC cavity is performed by turning on only the
cavity in question, with the voltage set to approximately
half of the incoming beam energy, scanning its phase
through 360 degrees, and measuring the arrival time at a
BPM just downstream of the MLC. After performing this
measurement for each of the cavities, we compare the
arrival time as a function of cavity phase to one computed
from a model and use that to determine the difference
between the programmed cavity phase and its actual phase,
and adjust the phase calibration appropriately. The com-
putation also determines the incoming beam energy. If
desired, a voltage calibration factor can be determined for
each cavity as well. Further details of the computation and
measurement follow.
The model of the MLC tracks an on-axis particle from

the BPM just before the linac to a BPM just after the linac.
In principle the upstream BPM is not necessary, but
simultaneous measurement of the upstream and down-
stream arrival times removes some noise from the mea-
surements. The longitudinal positions of the cavities and
the BPMs are known from survey.
Within cavity k, the energy E and time t evolve

according to

dt
ds

¼ E

c
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
E2 − ðmc2Þ2

p ; ð1Þ

dE
ds

¼ qVkEðsÞ cosðωtþ ϕk þ ψkÞ: ð2Þ

Here s is the position along the cavity axis, q is the particle
charge, m is its mass, c is the velocity of light, and ω is the
angular rf frequency of the cavity. EðsÞ is the electric field
along the cavity axis when the electric field is at its
maximum, multiplied by e, and divided by the maximum
energy gain the cavity would give a particle with q ¼ e
moving with velocity c and has units of inverse length. EðsÞ
is computed from a finite-element computation. Vk and ϕk
are the voltage and phase, respectively, that the control
system sets for the cavity; our goal is to calibrate these
quantities. ψk is a phase offset related to our definition of
zero phase. ψk is defined so that when a particle comes in
with an energy of Eref ¼ 6 MeV, the energy gain is
maximized when ϕk ¼ 0 in the limit of Vk → 0. ψk
depends on the position of the cavity relative to the
BPMs and thus is subscripted with the cavity index.
Arrival times are measured at the BPMs as phases

relative to the 1.3 GHz rf frequency and are denoted
as θ. For a given cavity k and a given cavity phase and
voltage setting j, the measurements are θUjk at the upstream

FIG. 1. Layout of CBETA in the one-turn configuration.
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BPM and θDjk at the downstream BPM. The arrival times
with all cavities off are also measured and denoted θU0 and
θD0 . The model gives a prediction of the time between the
two BPMs as a function of voltage V and phase ϕ at cavity
k, which we call TkðV;ϕ; E0Þ, where E0 is the incoming
energy. We assume there is an offset δk between the actual
cavity phase and the phase requested from the control
system, and a multiplicative factor λk between the actual
cavity voltage and the voltage given to the control system.
We thus minimize

X
jk

fθDjk − θUjk − θD0 þ θU0

− ω½TkðλkVjk;ϕjk þ δk; E0Þ − Tkð0; 0; E0Þ�g2; ð3Þ

where Vjk and ϕjk are phases and voltages given to the
control system for the measurements with cavity k on. This
minimization can be computed very rapidly because a good
initial guess can be obtained from a model where the cavity
is approximated as a single energy kick with some addi-
tional simplifications, and derivatives of the model with
respect to parameters can be computed by integrating the
equations of motion for the derivatives of Tk with respect to
those parameters.
Each time the machine is turned on, this measurement

was performed in order to determine the phase offsets δk.
For this computation, we leave out the λk but do find the
incoming energy E0. The δk can be found using this method
with an accuracy ranging from a couple tenths of a degree
(cavities further upstream) to about a degree (cavity furthest
downstream) with a relatively small number of measure-
ments (typically we scan in 30 degree steps with each
cavity set to 3 MV for a 6 MeV incoming beam).
Computing the λk was only done a couple of times; it is
best done with multiple (and larger) voltages, typically
3 MV and 4 MV, and requires a somewhat more involved
process to update the cavity calibrations.
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show measurements of the arrival

phase as a function of cavity phase, minus the arrival phase
with the cavities off, for the first and last MLC cavities.
These are typical of the calibration measurements that
would be performed daily. The statistical errors in the
measurements are negligible, the differences are dominated
by systematic errors; the source of this error is alignment
issues with the beam and cavities. Despite what appears to
be a significant deviation of the model from the data for the
cavity at the end of the MLC, more detailed analysis
indicates that the error is only about 1 degree. In fact,
detailed analysis of that last cavity indicates there is a
voltage calibration error leading to some of the difference
seen in Fig. 2(b). The phasing of the earlier cavities is more
accurate than the later cavities due to the longer distance
between the cavity and the downstream BPM.

2. Orbit correction and tune measurement

Measurements to verify the orbit and linear optics of in
the FFA return loop were performed as a final step before
establishing energy recovering. Orbit correction was per-
formed using an SVD based approach [24]. This algorithm
uses the corrector to BPM response matrix served live in
EPCIS from our online Bmad model of the machine and
includes automatic finding of the periodic orbit in the arc
sections of the return loop, and assumes the target orbit in
the transition sections TA and TB is proportional to the
model orbit.
Figure 3(a) shows a typical single pass orbit as measured

on the FFA BPMs tuned by hand. Here the horizontal and
vertical orbit data on the BPMs is shown in blue and red
respectively. Also shown is the theoretical orbit as computed
from the online model. Applying the SVD algorithm section
by section results in the orbit data shown in Fig. 3(b). The fact
that the algorithm would not converge when attempting
correction globally through the entire machine suggests
some discrepancy between the machine and modeled phase
advance per cell (referred to as tunes).
This discrepancy between the model and measured tunes

was further investigated by direct measurement of the tunes.
This was accomplished by generating both horizontal and
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FIG. 2. BPM arrival phase difference measurements used for
calibrating the phase offset for the first (a) and last linac cavity
(b). Solid line shows the best fit of the data to the MLC phasing
model.
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vertical orbit kicks in the S1 splitter which then propagated
through the FFA. The motion of the beam on the FFA BPMs
was then analyzed using the method discussed in [23]
resulting in phase advance through the cells in the FA, ZX,
and FB sections of the FFA return loop. This was performed
for several different energies ranging from 39 to 59 MeV.
Figure 4 shows the comparison of the resulting horizontal and
vertical phase advance=2π per cell (circle markers) to the
predicted values from particle tracking (solid lines). The
results for both arc sections (FA, FB), as well as the straight
section (ZX) are shown in Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) respectively.
In all cases good agreement is seen with the corresponding
simulated tunes. The square markers indicate the result of
plotting the same measured tune values but with their
corresponding energy scaled by 1.02, and show better agree-
ment with the simulated values. Unfortunately, we did not
have time to further investigate the cause of this discrepancy.
A similar technique for measuring the tunes has since

been incorporated into the orbit correction algorithm as a
way to generate a more accurate response matrix. These
improvements allow for correction of the entire orbit in
both the single or multi-turn CBETA configurations [3].

B. Energy recovery

The phases and voltages of the rf cavities during energy
recovery operation are set with a number of goals in mind:
(i) The total energy at the end of the accelerating pass

should be 42 MeV and the total energy at the end of the
decelerating pass should be 6 MeV (ii) In each individual
cavity, the energy gained in the accelerating pass should be
equal to the energy lost in the decelerating pass (iii) The
beam should be near the crest so as to avoid (i) Sensitivity
to beam timing and rf phase jitter (ii) Excessive increase in
beam energy spread. The first goal is redundant with the
second, but is mentioned separately since in practice we
will not meet the second goal but will nearly meet the first,
for reasons discussed below. In this section we describe
how we set the cavity phases for energy recovery operation.
The cavity phases and voltages used in the machine are

determined from our model for the machine, which
incorporates field maps for the cavities identical to those
used for the calibration model described above. We
describe two phases in this section: a phase that is set in
both the model and the machine’s control system (the “set
phase”), and an “effective phase,” which corresponds more
closely to the intuitive notion of a cavity’s phase.
Recall that each cavity’s zero phase is calibrated using

the 6 MeV injected beam. Zero phase is the phase for which
a 6 MeV particle achieves its maximum energy gain for
small cavity voltages. This calibration is done both in the
real machine and the model. But for both the accelerating
and decelerating pass, the energy of the beam going
through the linac is higher than 6 MeV. For instance, if
the beam were accelerated by 6 MeV in each of the first
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FIG. 3. Online 1-pass orbit correction using SVD: (a) an example initial orbit tuned by hand (b) an orbit tuned using the SVD
algorithm. The solid blue and red lines indicate the design orbit in the online model.
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5 cavities of the MLC, the set phase of the last cavity that
would achieve the maximum energy gain in that cavity
would be approximately þ37 degrees.
To describe this difference between set phase and

effective phase more precisely, we give a precise definition
of effective phase of a cavity and a related quantity we will
call “linac phase.” First, define Eij to be the particle energy
after pass j through cavity i, with E0j being the energy
before pass j through the linac (E0;jþ1 ¼ E6;j). These
energies (other than E01) are all a function the cavity
voltages and phases. Similarly, define times tij to be times
at positions si on pass j through the linac such that the
energy is Eij at time tij. The precise locations si are
unimportant, since we will only be taking derivatives with
respect to tij. We then define the effective phase ϕcav

ij for
cavity i on pass j so that the following equations hold

Eij − Ei−1;j ¼ Ucav
ij cosϕcav

ij ; ð4Þ

dEij

dti−1;j
¼ −ωUcav

ij sinϕcav
ij : ð5Þ

The quantities Ucav
ij are only used for the construction of

ϕcav
ij . The time derivatives are artificial in the sense that the

arrival time at some intermediate point in the linac cannot
be varied independently of arrival times earlier in the linac.
Henceforth we will only describe these effective phases; the
set phases for given effective phases are computed using the
model described for the cavity phase calibration.
Similarly to the effective cavity phases, the linac phase

ϕlin
j for pass j is defined such that

E6j − E0j ¼ Ulin
j cosϕlin

j ; ð6Þ

dE6j

dt0;j
¼ −ωUlin

j sinϕlin
j : ð7Þ

The linac phase is in principle measurable, since the arrival
time at the entrance to the linac can be varied by adjusting
the sliding joints in the splitter lines, or for the first pass by
changing the phases of all the rf cavities.
Table I shows the phases and voltages for the perfectly

balanced configuration where energy gain in each cavity in
the first pass equals the energy lost in the second pass and
the overall linac phase is zero, so as to avoid inducing
energy spread and to reduce the impact of any common
timing jitter of the linac phases relative to injection.
Unfortunately, this configuration created difficulties with
beam stability in the return loop. This appeared to be
related to rf phase stability and how far the beam was off-
crest in some of the cavities: the further the beam is off-
crest in a cavity, the more the energy changes in response to
an rf phase change.
In practice this state was replaced by the one shown in

Table II. Here each cavity’s voltage was set so that the
energy gain during the acceleration pass through each
cavity was 6.2 MeV, except for the last cavity which was set
for 5 MV (the maximum achievable a the time of

FIG. 4. Phase advance per cell per 2π in the FA and FB arc
sections (a) and in the ZX straight section (b). Measured data are
shown with circular markers. Square markers indicate the
measured data with the energy scaled by a factor of 1.02.

TABLE I. Effective cavity (ϕcav
ij ) phases and cavity voltages for

theoretical perfectly energy balanced configuration.

Cavity 1 2 3 4 5 6

ϕcav
i1 (deg.) þ3.97 −4.06 þ0.06 þ0.99 þ4.54 −5.49

ϕcav
i2 − 180° (deg.) þ5.47 −4.51 −0.98 −0.06 þ4.09 −3.99

Vc;i (MV) 6021 6013 6014 6014 6015 6022

TABLE II. Effective cavity (ϕcav
ij ) phases and cavity voltages

for near energy balanced configuration used for ER measure-
ments.

Cavity 1 2 3 4 5 6

ϕcav
i1 (deg.) −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1

ϕcav
i2 − 180° (deg.) þ1.35 −0.53 −1.08 −1.03 −0.32 þ1.99

Vc;i (MV) 6215 6205 6203 6202 6202 5001
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measurement). The phases in each cavity were set to
−1 deg from the phase which would have given the
maximum energy gain for the desired incoming energy.
This very nearly corresponds to an effective cavity phase of
−1 deg in each cavity. These settings result in the return
beam being 1.8 keV above the 6 MeV injection energy as
predicted by the model. With the beam in this nearly
balanced ER state, we proceeded to quantify the individual
cavity energy recovery efficiencies by direct measurement
of the beam loading in each cavity.
The general expression for the beam loading for a given

cavity in terms of the forward power Pþ and reflected
power P−, the power dissipated in the cavity walls Pc, the
beam current I, and the single particle voltage gain through
the cavity is

Pb ¼ Pþ − P− − Pc ¼ I · ΔV: ð8Þ

In the steady state and ultrarelativistic limit Pc ¼
V2
c=2=ðR=QÞQ0 and ΔV ¼ Vc cosϕ where Vc is the on-

crest ultrarelativistic cavity voltage, Q0 is the intrinsic
cavity quality factor, R=Q is the ratio of the shunt
impedance and quality factor, and ϕ is the phase of the
beam relative to the cavity. In ER state, where the beam
passes through the same cavity twice, this expression
becomes:

PER
b ¼ Pþ − P− − Pc ¼ I↑ΔV↑ þ I↓ΔV↓

≡ Pb;↑ þ Pb;↓: ð9Þ

Here I↑ and ΔV↑, and I↓ and ΔV↓, denote the current and
voltage gain of the beam on the accelerating and deceler-
ating pass through cavity respectively. Note that this
convention implies ΔV↓ < 0. In the case of perfect ER
I↑ ¼ I↓ (no beam loss),ΔV↓ ¼ ΔV↑ (no timing error), and
the recovered power from the beam equals the power
delivered during acceleration Pb;↑ ¼ −Pb;↓. In addition to
minimizing beam loss, realizing this perfect ER condition
requires careful setting of the cavity phases as well as tight
control of the time of flight around the loop. Determining
the cavity phases must include the effects of the beam being
nonrelativistic. The power balance efficiency εP per cavity,
as well the power balance efficiency of the full 1-turn
configuration can thus be defined as:

εP ¼ 1 −
PER
b

Pb;↑
; ð10Þ

ε1-turnP ¼ 1 −
hPER

b i
hPb;↑i

; ð11Þ

where the average is taken by summing over all six MLC
cavities.

The power balance efficiencies described above provide
a useful measure of the effectiveness of an established ER
state from an operations perspective: when taken with the
maximum power deliverable for each cavity, these effi-
ciencies determine the maximum achievable current in
assuming no beam loss. However, they do not directly
quantify the efficiency of ER for a single particle that is not
lost in the system. In light of this, we define the per cavity
and 1-turn single particle ER efficiency as:

εER ¼ −
ΔV↓

ΔV↑
; ð12Þ

ε1-turnER ¼ −
hΔV↓i
hΔV↑i

: ð13Þ

The above ER efficiencies are related to the power balance
efficiencies via:

εP ¼ εER

�
1 −

ΔI
I↑

�
; ð14Þ

ε1-turnP ¼ ε1-turnER

�
1 −

ΔI
I↑

�
; ð15Þ

where ΔI ¼ I↑ − I↓.
In order to use the expressions in Eqs. (10)–(15),

measurements of the various beam loading terms must
be performed. In practice, the measurement of forward and
reflected powers is subject to imperfect isolation of the dual
directional coupler used to measure them. Accordingly, a
forward traveling wave will excite a signal both in the
forward coupled port and the reverse coupled port, while
the reverse travelling wave will do the same. It can be
shown in this case that, the difference between imperfectly
measured forward and reflected power is given by,

P̃þ − P̃− ¼ P̃c þ χΔVI þ OðI2Þ; ð16Þ

where the tildes represent the fact that the quantities
generally differ from those in Eq. (8) due to the imperfect
nature of the dual directional coupler. Note that the term P̃c
is a constant independent of beam current Ib and χ is a
constant independent of beam current and cavity voltage.
The quadratic term here is negligible when we are in the
regime of Ib

Vc

R
QQL ≪ 1, where QL is the loaded quality

factor of the cavity [25]. Based on the cavity parameters
used in CBETA [26], we expect P̃þ − P̃− to be a linear
function of beam current up to 10 μA. The power delivered
to the beam as determined by the dual directional coupler
measurement is thus
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P̃b ¼ χΔVI þ OðI2bÞ: ð17Þ

Figure 5 shows the beam loading data obtained during
high-current operations of the 1-turn CBETA configura-
tion. Two datasets were taken. The first is the ð3↑; 3↓Þ
configuration shown in blue in the plots. Here the first three
cavities of the MLC were configured to accelerate the beam
by ΔVð3↑;3↓Þ ≈ 6 MV each and the next three decelerated
the beam by the same amount. Consequently, the beam was
transported from the injector through the MLC directly
into the dump. The plots accordingly show a positive slope
for the first three cavities transferring energy to the
beam, while the other three show a negative slope indicat-
ing energy recovery. This measurement serves as a
calibration measurement to estimate the constants χi ¼
ð∂P̃b;i=∂IbÞ=ΔV as seen in Eq. (16). Table III shows the
resulting dual directional coupler coefficients. The esti-
mated error here reflects the error in the slopes, and does
not include the error in the assumed energy gain/loss per
cavity.
Another important observation that comes from the fact

that the beam loading in Fig. 5 are linear with the beam

current as measured in the DC gun. Assuming minimal
beam is lost in the injector, then Ib ¼ I↑ and the power
balance efficiencies can be written as:

εP ¼ 1 −
∂PER

b =∂I
∂Pb;↑=∂I ; ð18Þ

ε1-turnP ¼ 1 −
h∂PER=

b ∂Ii
h∂Pb;↑=∂Ii : ð19Þ

Unfortunately, the quantity Pb;↑ was not measured while
the machine was in the ER state, so this term must be
inferred from other data. To do so we note that

∂Pb;↑

∂I ¼ ΔV↑ ≈ Vc cosðϕÞð1 − δVÞ; ð20Þ

where δV is used to represent some small correction due to
nonrelativistic effects. Neglecting this term and noting that
the phase offset here is less than a few degrees, and thus
cosϕ ≈ 1 gives:

FIG. 5. Beam loading as a function of current in all six cavities of the main linac. The blue data represent loading in the 3 up, 3 down
configuration, clearly showing cavities the first three cavities transferring power to the beam while last three recover energy from the
beam. The orange data show the beam loading during ER operation. Linear fits to the data are shown in black and are used to extract the
slope of the beam loading per unit current.

TABLE III. Per cavity measurements and predictions.

Cavity 1 2 3 4 5 6

χ 0.989� 0.028 1.005� 0.006 1.18� 0.018 0.924� 0.047 0.782� 0.006 0.85� 0.033
εPb

(%) 99.36� 0.51 99.28� 0.19 99.23� 0.07 99.18� 0.14 99.40� 0.05 99.84� 0.24
εER (%) 99.99� 0.42 99.91� 0.19 99.86� 0.12 99.81� 0.15 100.04� 0.11 100.48� 0.23
Model εER (%) 100.20 100.07 100.01 99.98 99.94 99.72
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εP ¼ 1 −
1

Vc

∂PER
b

∂I ; ð21Þ

ε1-turnP ¼ 1 −
1

hVci
∂hPER

b i
∂I : ð22Þ

Note that the factor χ cancels out of the first of these two
equations, but is needed to evaluate the second expression
above. To evaluate the ER efficiency terms in Eqs. (12),
(13) requires knowledge of ΔV↓ which is not directly
measured. Instead, we note that the dipole magnet for
sending the decelerated beam to the beam stop was set for
6 MeV for these measurements, indicating ε1-turnER ≈ 1.
Figure 6 shows an image of the energy recovered beam
at 6 MeV in the dump line, demonstrating ε1-turnER ≈ 1. Using
this and substituting Eq. (15) into Eq. (14) gives

εER ¼ εP

�
ε1-turnER

ε1-turnP

�
≈ εP=ε1-turnP ; ð23Þ

which can be computed using the results from Eqs. (21)–
(22). The second to last two rows of Table III show the
values for these quantities for each cavity. The range of the
per cavity power balance efficiency is 99.2–99.8%, while
the range of the per cavity ER efficiency is 99.8–100.5%.
The latter shoes the correct trend when compared to the
model values shown in the last row of Table III.
After performing the cavity loading measurements the

current in the machine was increased. During most of the
commissioning period the average beam current in CBETA
was restricted to a few nA using 5 pC bunches. After
producing nearly 10 μA during ER measurements, the
beam current was steadily increased to see what, if any
limitations in current could be found. Figure 7 shows the
results of this current scan. The maximum current achieved
was roughly 70 μA using 2.5 pC bunches. The radiation

pattern on both the internal and external monitors at the
time suggested that currents up to 1 mA were achievable,
however at the time it was decided not to increase the
current any further as the fast shutdown system designed to
protect the machine in high mode was not fully
installed yet.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The single turn CBETA configuration was successfully
set up for nearly perfectly balanced energy recovery. Direct
measurements of the beam loading in the main linac
cavities demonstrate a high single particle energy recover
efficiency of all six SRF linac cavities. In particular a total
one-turn power balance efficiency of 99.4% was measured.
The corresponding per cavity power balances and single
particle energy recovery efficiencies ranged from 99.2–
99.8% and 99.8–100.5%, respectively. These values
roughly agree with predicted values from particle tracking
in the first five out of six MLC cavities.
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